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DISPLAYS

12" x 24" 
Pool Coping-Paver Waterfall Display 

Coral Classics Coping/Tread Display
Floor Space Required: 24” x 24”

Display Dimensions: 60” Tall x 24” wide
Description: Custom made free
standing display, that shows 10

different Bullnose Edge and Square
Edge Coping/Treads in the most

popular finishes at full size and takes
up limited floor space. Custom design

allows material to be seen without
removing them. A unique way to show

popular items used for interior and
exterior Coping and Stair Treads.

Samples are shown at full size, 12” x
24”, in the thickness that is stocked and
readily available. This display takes all

the guess work out of the sale and
helps close the deal for any coping or

tread job.
 

Coral Classics Tile Display
Floor Space Required: 24” x 24”

Display Dimensions: 60” Tall x 24” wide
Description: Custom made free standing

display, showing 14 different Coral
Classics materials at full size in                      

12” x 24”, in the most popular finishes
and takes up very limited floor space.
Custom design allows material to be

seen without removing them. A unique
way to show full size tiles for interior
and exterior applications. This display

takes all the guess work out of the sale
and helps close the deal for any interior

or exterior tile or paver job.

12" x 24" 
Pool Coping-Paver Waterfall Display 
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DISPLAYS
Coral Classics Custom Spinning Display

Tower
Floor Space Required: 18” x 18”

Tower Dimensions: 72” tall X 16” wide 
Description: Custom made rotating tower

display, comes fully loaded with pre-
mounted samples, showing the most
popular Coral Classics materials and

finishes, with detailed labels, packed and
shipped in a custom crate that can be
sent anywhere in the world. Purchase

orders come within hours of placing this
magnificent display in your showroom.

 

Small Crate with Loose Handheld Boards:
Floor Space Required: 18” x 18”

Crate Dimensions: 18” wide x 18” tall x 12” deep
Description: Perfect for showrooms with very

limited space, and easy to load into a
salespersons car, these crates come pre-loaded
with hand held pre-mounted sample boards
showing a variety of Coral Classics materials

in various finishes. Boards included can be
detailed to fit the store and area with

materials for interior or exterior finishes.
 

Crate & Boards 

4” x 4” Sample Boxes
These wine bottle size boxes are perfect for keeping on a

salesperson desk, traveling salespeople, architects &
designers. 4” x 4” samples are included and numbered to
match legend inside the box to show Coral Classics most
popular materials & finishes. An easy way to show the

over-all selection of our coral stones and shell stones from
all over the world for interior and exterior applications.

We offer two different boxes, one for interior and exterior
finishes and one for Custom Finishes, such as split-face,

hand chiseled, rough-face, sand-blasted & bush-
hammered. 


